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SUPERSONIC FLOW OVER BODIES OF REVOLUTION 
(WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO HIGH SPEED COMPUTING) 

AK TRACT 

With the advent of large-scale high-speed computing machines, it has 
become feasible to solve certain supersonic flow problems by numerical 
methods using the exact hydrodynamical equations instead of resorting to 
linearization or graphical methods.   This report describes in detail one 
such numerical method; namely, an efficient form of the method of charac- 
teristics. —> 

'—Characteristic equations are derived for supersonic, steady, invis- 
cid, isoenergetic flows in terms of a variety of dependent variables.v The 
computation described i3 applicable to non-yawed bodies of revolution/hav- 
ing pointed noses and fairly arbitrary contours, which lie in^a^anltorm 
stream moving fast enough to produce a shock-wave at tJbe-flöSeand maintain 
supersonic flow everywhere.    The ccmiputatiopal^^weSdure is divided into 
several parts:    Taylor-Maccoll, corQß»f~G5r$bovr, general, and shock proc- 
esses.   Equations and boundary"T5bnditions are given for each of these 
procedures «~x« """"" 

^A discussion is given of several methods of numerically solving sys- 
tems of 1st order ordinary differential equations, such as are encountered 
in the Taylor-Maccoll and corner processes.    The other computations involve 
approximating partial derivatives by difference quotients and solving on 
a finite grid of points.   Solutions are derived for the cases in which the 
derivatives are approximated to 1st, 2nd, and 3rd orders. 

An empirical study is made of the error due to the introduction of 
finite differences.    This is based on the results of a particular calcu- 
lation performed on the ENIAC.    It is shown that a knowledge of the nar 
ture of the error? leads to a procedure for extrapolation to zero grid 
size, which reduces by a factor of ten the total labor required to ob- 
tain a solution correct to about four significant figures•■ 



SUH!:RSONIC FLOW OVER BODIES OF REVOLUTION 
(WI'IH SPECIAL REFERENCE '10 HIGH SPEED COMFUTING) 

Section 1. Introduction 

. The mathematical basis for computing the velocity, density, and 
press.ure distribution of air flowing faster than sound over plane bodies 

and bodies of revolution has been laid by Ri.ema.nn1 •1 , Picard1 •2 , Ha.da
maro1•3, Goursat l o4, tewy1 •5, Friedrichs and Ieir}- •6, Frankl and 

A leks ieva 1 • 7, Courant and rax1 • 8, and others o The problem is thc::t of 
solving a non-linear system of hyperbolic partial differential equations 
with ooundary conditions given on a known curve (the body contour) am 
on a curve not known in advance (the shock wave). 

Methods have been known for fifteen years for solving the exact 
equations (without friction, with rotation) for supersonic flow about 
plane and a.:x:i.al bodies. Heretofore only slight use has been made of 
them, however, because of the extreme tediousness of the rrumerical com
putations. Instead, the solution of supersonic now problems has pro
ceeded·along two main lines: (1) graphical and se~aphioal procedures, 
developed especially by Prandtl, Busemann, Sauer, Tollm:t.en, Guderley, 
and others of the German school; and (2) linearization of the hydrody
namical equations. Linear problems are easier to solve; whole families 
of solutions may often be obtained exhibiting the variation of the solu
tions with important parameters. Indeed, even if the linear problem has 
been obtained by neglecting some moderately large terms, the solution is 
often very valuable qualitatively in guiding the intuition. 

I:!" R., Courant arid D .. Hilbert, Methoden dar Mathematischen Physik,IIJ 
p~ .311. Julius Springer, Berlin, 1937. 

1 .. 2 E. ?lcard, Traite d'ana.lyse, II. Paris (.3rd ed. 1926) 
1.3 J. ·Hadamard, Lecons sur le Problem de Cauchy; P• 48?. Paris, 1932 
1.4 E. Goursat, Cours diAnalyse, II; P• 36o. P.aris (4th ed. 1924) 
1.5 H. LffWY, ttueber das Arifangs·wertprobl~m bei einer hyperbolischen 

nichtlinearen partiellen Differentialgleichung zweiter Ordnung mit 
zwei unab'rllngigen Vera-nderlichen, "Ma.thematische Annalen, vol. 98 
(1927), PP• 179-191. 

1.6 K. Friedrichs and H. Lewy, "Das Anfangswertproblem einer beliabigen 
nichtlinearen hyperbolischen Differentialgleichung beliebiger O~d
nung in zwei Variabe1no Existenz, Eindeutigke;it und Abh8ilgigkeits
bereich der L~sung," Mathematische.An~~len, vol. 99 (1928),'pp. 
220-22lo 

1.7 F. Frankl and P. Aleksieva, •Two Boundary Value Problems from the 
Theory of Hypt:~rbolic Partial Differential. Equations with Applica
tions to Supersonic Gas Flow", Rae. Math. Mosc., T. 41:3 (1934). 
(Also BR1 Report X-123; Aberdeen Proving ·oround, Maryland.) 

1.8 R. Courant and P. Lax, "On Nonlinear Partial Differential Equations 
'With Two Independent Variables", Communications on Pure and Applied 
Mathematics, Vol. II, nos. 2-3 (1949); P• 255. 
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With the advent of high speed computing devices such as the ENIAC 
now operating at the BRL or the EDVAC being installed at the BRL, a shift 
of emphasis will take place»   A greater effort will be devoted to the solu- 
tion of the exact equations.   It will be possible to solve these equations 
so rapidly that parameters nay again be introduced.   Since the machines 
are even able to think in an elementary way, they can be made to solve in 
a numerical manner such problems in the Calculus of Variations as deter- 
mining the head shape of given diameter and head length which will lead 
to minimal head drag. 

This report has been written in an effort to accelerate the change 
in emphasis. It includes some results obtained using the ENIAC. It is 
expected that more ENIAC and EOTAC results will appear in later reports. 

Section 2.   Fundamental Equations 

Introduction 

The problems considered in this report are all of the following type: 
air flows steadily and supersonically, from a region of uniformity, past 
a body which may be plane or have symmetry of revolution.   If there is a 
shock wave, the Jfach number is assumed large enough and the initial flow 
deviation small enough so that the shock front is attached to the body 
at a known point, and the velocity is everywhere supersonic.   Air is con- 
sidered a perfect gas, body forces and friction (therefore heat conduction) 
are neglected, but rotation of the flow caused by a curved shock wave is 
allowed. 

With these restrictions the continuity, energy, and Ruler equations 

are 2*X 

(2.1) V .    (/O S) = 0, 

o *■, 0 0 
(2.2) Q~ +      A   = C , 

Cr-D    - 

(2.3) (Ü  . V)  5»-~7PI 

where 3. />. p. Y , and A are the velocity vector, density of the air, 
pressure of the air, ratio of specific heats, and velocity of sound, 
respectively. 

Equation (2.2) shows that as the velocity of sound approaches aero 
the velocity approaches a limit C.   Equation (2.2) holds across a shock 

2 2 wave *   also, and therefore C is the same for all parts of the fluid. 

2.1 R. Courant and R. 0. Friedrichs, Supersonic Flow and Shock Haves; 
pp. 14, 22, 15.   Interscienee Publishers inc., New York, 1948 

2.2 W. F. Durand, Aerodynamic Theory;   Vol. HE, p. 217. 



Accordingly, we shall take it as the unit velocity, setting 

(2.4) q   =   Q/C,    a ■   A/C. 

With this notation equations (2.1),  (2.2) and (2.3) become 

(2.5) V .    (/>q)=0, 

(2.6)     q2 +   -2-   a2   =1, 
r-i 

and 

(2.7) 
2 

(q    .   V ) q = - -±-    VF. 

For a perfect steady gas without friction and body forces, it can 
be :;hown that in those regions where there is no shock-wave the constancy 
of the entropy on streamlines follows from equations (2.1),  (2.2) and 
(2.3).   Hence 

(2.8) - S/c 
q . V S   =0   where p/^o T = e ' v 

or 

(2.9)       /o (q . V p)    =  Y P (q . V/O ) 

Special Coordinate Systems 

In the case of flow past or through a body of revolution we shall 
introduce the axis of symmetry as the x-axis with the orientation of the 
free stream velocity vector q,.   We shall let the y-axis be a line 

through the leading point A, perpendicular to the axis.   We assume all 
velocity vectors lie in planes 
through the x-axis and have components y 
u and v parallel to the x and y axes 
which are independent of the angle 
about the x-axis. 

Figure 2.1 

Except- for an arbitrary translation along the y axis the disposition 
of axes is the same for plane flow. 

With these definitions equations (2.7) and (2.9) become, both for 
plane and axial flow, 



[u u   + v u     =   -(a   p„)/ rp, 
(2.10W 2 

lu vx-+ v vy   =   -(a   py)/ rp, 

and 

(2.11) /o(u px + v p) = rp(u/>x + v/Oy)i 

■where 
u   S    41        p   S  MR , etc. 
x ax *     yy       37 

The equation of continuity is 

(2.12) u/>x + vp7 + /o(u^+ vy + * v/y) =0, 

where   6" «   0 or 1 for plane or axial flow. 

Substituting for p , p   and n p    + v /o    from equation (2.10) and x     y x y 
(2.12) into equation (2.11) we obtain an equation 

a2v 
(2.13) H ux + K(uy + vx) + .L vy + € =£ - . 0, 

where 

H=a   -u,K = -uv,   L=a   - v « 

independent of p and   p   «    This equation holds whether the flow is ro- 
tational or not.   In addition, if the flow is irrotational 

(2.14)     7x q = 0, 

or 

(2.15)   vx ~ uy = 0. 

Shock Wave 

If there is a shock-wave somewhere in the flow, the following equa- 
tions arising from the conservation of mass, energy, a:id momentum hold 

,.2.2 across it      : 

p5      2  riL2 sin2 ft   - ( Y -1) 
(2.16) — =   -± 1  

pi r+1 

(2.17) ^2        h8±li\ (r+1) M^ain2^ 



Figure 2.2 

In addition the component of velocity parallel to the shock wave is un- 
changed. 

(2.18) qx cos ©w = q2 ?os (&w - 0). 

In these equations 0   is the angle between the velocity vector on the side 

denoted by subscript one in front of the shocknrave, and the shock-wave, 
JL  is q,/a, and 9 is the angle between q. and q2 .   From these equations 

it is possible to eliminate P2/PS and  f* J(*■> obtaining the relation 

(2.19) v2 •täi-Z-h^b-^- 
An additional relation may be read from Figure 2.2 

dy _ V^?2 , .___ d (2.20) cE where -j£ is the slope of the shock-wave« 

These two equations are the boundary conditions which must be satis- 
fied at the shock-wave.   Vfe shall call them the shock conditions. 

Rotation Introduced by the Shock Wave 

From equations (2.16) and (2.17) it is apparent that the entropy 
jump across the shock« — —. 

3 /('A (2.21)       As = s2 - «^ = cv log 
Pi/ V°i; 

is a function of Q .   Therefore the entropy is constant behind the   '■ock- 

wave only if the shock is straight in any x-y plane. 

Let the subscripts 0 and 3 refer to stagnation before and behind the 
shock-wave if there is one.    Then from equations (2.8) and (2.6) 

w - p3/ /y » 



= l-qÄ    J 

or y- 

and 

(2.22) p = p3(l - q*) = p3 B(q), 

(2.23) /°p/03(l - q2)721 = /*3 A(q), 

where p0 and /O« vary from streamline to streamline. 

Let us attempt to define a stream function z(x,y) by the equations 

(2.24) \ ~ " A y     * 
and 

(2.25) 

where  £ is as 

zy =   A y'-u, 

defined before. 
Clearly from this definition   V z is perpendicular to q.   The definition 
is only justified however if 

(2.26)   (.,), ' V* • 
To prove this, consider the continuity equation 

V 

Differentiating: 

*       *     ■■  v_* — ~ — 

V.(/Oq)=   V .f/o3 (8) A ql   =o. 

Ad/°3    ( V z. 5) + /°o V • (A q) = 0. 
dz J 

But V z •<!   = 0 and therefore 
V.(A q) = 0, 

or 

^-(AyM  + -^  (A y *v) = o. 

Referring to equations (2.24) and (2.25) we see that (2.26) is satisfied. 
From the equation (2.2) we see that 

(2.27)  £ . £ . h(s)> 
P0   M) 

Thus we have, substituting in (2.22) and (2.23) 

(2.28) p = po h(z) B(q), 

and 
(2.29) r./O h(z)A(q). 

These equations hold everywhere if we let h(z) = 1 before the shook. 

We may now obtain a second equation to replace equation (2.15) when 
the flow contains a shock-wave.   To do this we differentiate equation 
(2.28) logarithmically: 

10 



p   K x  —— *■ 
Z-r c i - q) 

or 

5s = -yfAvj-^. (u ux + v vx)j 
p a 

but from equation (2.10) 

p    a        s 

and, therefore, 

7IA3rfwA + VTx   = uux + VUy '» 
or finally 2 

(2.30)   v-»ST7'ys'.- 
This equation reduces to (2.15) if there is no curved shoclMiave since 
h»(z) is then zero. 

In order to use equation (2.30) it is desirable to express -(y-l)h1/ 
(yh) in terms of velocity components.    This may be done using equations 
(2.16), (2.17), (2.18), (2.19), and (2.20).   Let us write 

/°3 = e/y/\.) [c/VfV/c^y/VJ /°o • 
From equation (2.29) 1 

*™t '"o. 1 

^3 
similarly, using equations (2.17), (2.6), (2.19), and (2.20) 

^2        r+i    (p2"b) 

where 
h =  y-1      !    4.    2        O b - f?r q~+ FTT ql • 

Furthermore, using equation (2.19) 

2      2   2 

y^r    (ug - bj  

li 



•where 
= r+i 

*1 + 
r-i 

Therefore 

_ /°o    A(qi)(r+D r/(r_1) 

h =   —i=  —i  
(u2 - b) >7(r-i) 

^o " cr-i)(2q1)
1/^-1)   [Cu2-^)C^u2-e)Vr 

30 that 

(2.31)   -.<-fei>£' = 
(u2^1} dtJ2 

r  E ~,rrrr—r~— Cu2-b)(u2-i-)(?''u2^) dz 

¥e shall call this quantity g(z) and rewrite equation (2.30) 

2.1 
< 

(2.32) v    - u    = r  ■     -5 
X        y 12 

We summarize these results in equations 
2 

a) 

b) 

b«) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

Hu   + K(u -tv ) + L v   +£ — = 0 
x       v y   x' 7-7 

u = =2 „2   v -   ,™.   T = „2     2      _       fo   plane flow H - a -u , K - ~uv, L - a   -v ,   r - ^   ^ nw 

B = (1 - q2) .^(^-1) 

v2 
<°2    -qi} du. 

(u2-b)(u2-l-)(7'u2-e) dz 

W^(4:  "W^*(*)-% 
dz = y * A(-v dx + u dy) 

P   = P0 h B 

/° =/>   h A 

A £ (1 . q2)l/(^-l) 

h^ACox)   (r+i)^^"^ 

(r'-l)(2q1)
1/(r-^ 

Uj - b 

(vr)(rv2"*)1/>f 

y/(r-i) 

L2 



I 
I 
I 

g) 

h) 

a2=^(l-q2) 

v2 (b - VLj) = fy - iLj)  (112 - d) 

d = [(X-i)/(r+i)J L 

g   • (^ - U2)A2 

i)     y = F(x)   equation of contour of given body 

j)     v = u F» (x) 

k)     z = 0 

Characteristic Equations 

Although it irould be possible to solve directly by numerical methods 
equations 2.1a,b,c subject to the boundary conditions 2.1g,h,i,j, and k 
(being careful to satisfy the cause and effect condition of Courant and 
Lewy) we have preferred to work instead with characteristic equations 
to be derived below. 

Hyperbolic partial differential equations 2.4 differ from elliptic 
equations in that the solutions may have derivatives of certain orders 
which are discontinuous across certain curves (if there are two inde- 
pendent variables) called characteristics. In the case of supersonic 
flow these curves are called Jfach lines in honor of the physicist who 

2 3 discovered them with shadowgraphs.   It is shown      that if the system is 
of second order there are two characteristics through each point of any 
region where the differential equations are hyperbolicj that is, the flow 

1 7 supersonic.   Following the procedure of Frankl and Aleksieva      we shall 
introduce these characteristics as a basis for a curvilinear coordinate 
system. 

Let   o< (Xjy) = constant be the equation of a family of curves and 
/3(x,y) = constant be the equation of anotner.   Let OC and ß have contin- 
uous derivatives with respect to x and y.   If we introduce OC and fl 

p / 
as independent variables     , assuming the Jacobian oc andß with respect 
to x and y is zero or infinite only at isolated points, equations 2.1a 
and b become: 

2.3 R. Courant and D. Hilbert, Methoden der Ifathematischen Physik, v. II. 
2.4. The method of characteristics as used by Sauer and Ibllmien does not 
use coordinates constant as characteristics but uses instead an infinity 
of affine coordinate systems based on straight lines parallel to tangents 
to two characteristics. 

13 



(2.33)     (H«x+Kocy)uw +(Kexx+ Lof^ = -(H/S/K^u^ -(^x+L/5y)^- 
2 «■a v 

(2.34)     -o^    +«XTä   -JS^   -^   +JLy 

If u and v were given continuously differentiable functions of ^ on 

a surface ex = constant, equations (2.33) and (2.34) could be solved for u« 
and vÄ if and only if 

(2.35) H ex    + K« 
x y 

-ex 

Kot      + Lex 
*   0. 

In this case u^ and vÄ  would also be continuous.    If VL(/3 ), 
~*(ß)» cc(x.*y), /^(x,y) possess higher order continuous derivatives, 
it will be seen by differentiation that the higher derivatives of u 
and v, and u^ , V/g   , etc. with respect to ot are determined by equa- 
tions (2.33), (2.34).and their derivatives.   Therefore, if a = con- 
stant is a characteristic, equation (2.35) must fail: 

(2.36)       Ha 2 + 2KCt_a„   + La2   = 0. x x   y y 

Similarly it will be found that /$ (x,y) must also satisfy equation (2.36) 
in order to be a characteristic. 

To be precise we may define «x (x,y) and^ (x,y) by the conditions 

and 

(2.37)        H0tx +.(K- R)ay*0, 

(2.38)      H/3„+ (K + Ej/fl     =0, 

(2.39)     R = a /q2 - a2 

HL = K2 - R2 

with some boundary conditions to be stated later. 

From the equations 

r 
x<* °Sc + x/3 *x   = X ' 

< 
'Ol 

a 

^ 

"x + 35» "x   = ° > 

"y + X/J "y   = ° ' 

14 



■we find that 

Xoe-^y/A 

X/3 S"VA      ' 

(2.39) y" = "ßJ &     ' 

and, substituting into (2.37) and (2.38) we get 

(2.40)     H ya - (K + R) xa = 0, or (K - R) 7QC - L X<x= 0 

and 

and 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 
i 

C2.43) 

H jfl - (K - R) X/3 = 0, 

HuÄ+(K-R)va   +Xä(£-^+   ^£i;=0, 

Together with equations (2.24) and (2.25) and the boundary conditions 2.1g, 
h,i,j, equations (2.40)-(2.43) nay be used as a baois for computing numeri- 
cally plane or axial flows.   If the flow is plane and irrotational, then 
it is preferable to introduce the velocity components as independent 
variables because the equations then become linear. 

Other variables which are better adapted to computation of certain 
flows are q, the magnitude of the velocity, and 0, the angle between the 

/   2        2     2 
x-axis and velocity vector, or   / (q   - a )/a   * p and tan 0 = t; it may 
sometimes be advantageous, to couple to z, a function ^  defined by the 
equations 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

and G must be chosen so that (f£ )   = C ^v^x'    4* ^w93 *° *he velocity 
potential for irrotational flow.   For future reference, we include charac- 
teristic equations in these variables in our summary. 

Hox + (K-R)oty * ° 

a) H =   a   - u     , 

K =   - uv , 

R = a /q2 - a2, 

15 



jb)      H/Jx + (K+R)/?y = 0 

c) (K-R) yft - L xa = 0 or yÄ = Axa 

2       2 L =    a   - v 

X.=    L/(K-R) 

d) H 7ß -(K-R^   = 0   or^ = x^ 

o>=   H/(K-R) 

e).   Hua+(K-R)va+Xa(£äi   +^£J)=0 

«V v«.   + xa ( * Ä + Ä ) = ° 
_ =     a2v           =   BR y *g 
P-    -7- ,    Vt 2  

y 

a*v _   BR_yfl\= o f)   (K-R) VHT/fl + ^ Uy -  i;i4~^)= 

Q 
V+Avx?   +^   (* 

p 

2.11^ 

 IRK5   =0 

g)   a y £   A 0^   -   G Z/3 /q
2 - a2 = 0 

gi) ^   =   Gu, ^>y   =Gv 

/ o        2 
h)   ay^A^    + G za   /q" " a   = ° 

h»)    zv =   - 7*Av,        z     = y €   Au 

/I       2 
i)    q   • S_zJL + e_. + 

be       aq 

i) 

«4.+ 

l>*4- 

/q    - a       yq   _ n _ yAq ,      _ ^    \ 

-/q -a   sin & /I *■ t a cos Ö -Vq"^*" sin & 

a cos 9 +^ 

•-     'A-   -0.V-Ä.   (%|-*%) 
a   sind rl+t" 

m)        2 q2 Gz = G g(l - q2) 

16 



,../ J n)   ya (*+ p) = xa '(*p ~1)'   * = tan ö 

o)   7ß  (P - t) = x^ (tp + 1) 

#2 2 
p)    di-jgL-   (dy-tdx),       q2=       *   ^+ g> 

L2 1 + q   p 

2     2 
q   -a 

a 

r+i 
.2      #2 

q)    (1 + t2) f(p) pa + ta +£(yÄ-taca) =0,      p2=^JL3-2 

r)    -(1 + t2) f(p) P/J + tj + | (y/3 -tx^  ) = 0 

f(P) = a - I ) p 
(l+p^)(l+q p ) 

c=     <P   _ ca v T=     Q   _BR y« g 

Section 3»   Numerical Solution of Boundary Value Problem 

Introduction 

Typical of the characteristic equations which may be used to com- 
pute the supersonic steady frictionless flow past a given ilane or axi- 
symmetric body are equations 2.II c,d,e,f, and 2.1c with boundary con- 
ditions 2,1 g, h,i,j.   Accordingly we shall describe the procedure we 
use in terms of these equations,    This is no restriction, of course, and 
any of the other Sets of equations may be used, e.g., 2.IIn, o, p, q, r 
with boundary condition deduced from 2.1g,h,i,j. 

We shall consider the cas9 of axisymmetric rotational flowj the 
cases of axisymmetric potential flow,, plane rotational or plane potential 
flow may be treated the same way with several simplifications. 

Consider then a supersonic flow, uniform at infinity, past a body 
of revolution ABDEF (Figure 3.1)*   The fact that we have assumed the 
flow supersonic implies a restriction relating the free stream Mach 
number and nose angle of the body.   Indeed if the nose is blunt, or if 
it is pointed but the free stream Mach number is less than some number 
greater than one, it is known that the shock wave is detached from the 
body and crosses the axis normal to it.   From equation (2.17) it fol- 

lows that q« would.be less than   \JjY-l)/(/+l)l    , i.e. subsonic. 
For cones tnere is a half-vertex angle (about 52   %* in air) above 
which the shock-wave is detached at all Mach numbers.   For each smaller 
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cone-angle there is a Mach number above which the shock is attached to 
the vertex and there are two conical shock-graves »each of which corresponds 
to a mathematical solution of the flow problem. 

Intuitively it is clear that for other bodies of revolution than 
cones there exist one or more solutions (probably two) with attached shock 
if the nose angle is small enough, the curvature negative or zero, and 
the Mach number large enough«   As far as we know, this has not been demon- 
strated mathematically, although the paper by Frankl and Aleksieva       con- 
tains a theorem which the authors believe could be extended to do it.   We 
shall assume that it is true and that we have this case before us.   We 
shall assume furthermore that the solution is a continuous function of the 
boundary y = F(x) in the sense that if we replace a small section of the 
nose by a straight line A'B tangent to it at the point B of juncture and 

A'A 

0 

1^-HT D—P 
A« 

Figure 3.1 Figure 3.2 

let P approach A, the flow about A'BDEF will approach the flow about 
ABDEF i.e. 

lim x« (a, ß )   = x( a , /3 ) , 
B-*A 

11m u« (OL,/3 )   =u( a ,/3 ) 
B—>A 

etc. 

In summary we assume that the given body of revolution has a con- 
tour characterized by the equation y = F(x)j that F" exists except at 
isolated points, and is less than or equal to zero everywhere between 
x ■ 0 and x = x_ , except at a finite number of points such as D and E 

where F.'(x) may be discontinuousj that F'(0) «tan 52°j and that M. is 

large enough so that the shock-wave is attached. 

7TT   G. i. Taylor and J. W. Maccoll, Proc. Roy. Soc. of London, Series A, 
vol 139, 1933j p. 278-299. ~~~—= 
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Approximations at the Ifose 

At the nose, in accordance with an assumption stated above we re- 
place the contour to the left of B by a straight line tangent to the 
given contour at B. 

3.2 
Since the flow at a point P is independent       of changes made in 

the region bounded by the two half characteristics farthest from the 
velocity vector at P, the flow in the region A'BC,  bounded by A'B. a 
characteristic BC, and the shock A'C, is precisely Taylor-Maccoll3«l 
flow over a cone.   That is, u and v are constant on lines 

(3.1)^—    =t 
X     XA» 

through the nose A'.   We may therefore seek immediately the values of 
x,t,u,v,z for equally spaced values of oome variable such as y along 
the characteristic BC.    The differential equations for u,v,and t may 
be found more readily from equation 2.1a,b, 2.lid than from Taylor and 
Maccoll's equations.   Since u and v depend only on t, 

du .    _     du/dy   t    _   u'    t ux = m \ ~" avHy f—F T 
where we denote by a prime, d/dy.   Similarly 

u«    t 
uy~  F   y   ' 

„   - v«   t2 

vx ""F r' 
and ,    . _  v'    t 

V  F  f   ' 
Therefore from 2.1a,b (g is zero in A'BC since the shock is straight) 

u'(K - tH) + v'(L - tK) +   2-jr^ =   0, 

u' + v't =0. 

In addition it follows from equations (3*1) and 2.lid that 

d 2)           ti =   t^K - R -_tH) (3,2) * y(K - RJ      * 

Using equation (3»2), the equations above (3*2) may be solved for u» and 
V: 

-a2vt 
(3*3) u' =   yCMKV- R) -Lj   ' 

3"H!   R. Courant and D. Hilbert, listhoden der Mathematischen Physik, 
Vol. H, p. 307 """ '    ' ~"~~   — 
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(3.-4) V'   a 
2 a v 

7 mi - RKD • 
To these equations we may add three Initial conditions 

and 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

I 

(3.7) 

t   = o 

yB 

*B~XV 

u    =   q o o // 1 +1 

■ Vo// 1 + t 
O        *0 0' Y o 

Integration is to stop when u, v and t satisfy equation 

(3 .8)      (r+l)t (u-Hrt) (tu-v) = C/-1)   [l + t2 - (u + vt)2J 

derived from shock conditions 2.1 g and h by elimination of q..   q- 
is then determined from equation 

(3.9) q.. = u + vt. 

The value of q., so obtained will vary with q .   Therefore in order to 

obtain the flow at a praspecified Mach number or value of q. we shall have 

to modify q   in a way governed by the variation of q,. 

Distributing the data at equal intervals of y yields a poor distri- 
bution in the hodograph plane.   It is tetter to use something dependent 
on the velocity a3 independent variable, e.g. — « T.   If this be done, 
it may be shown as above that the differential   equations are 

X 

3T      x+yT 

(3.2' 

/ 2       2 
z'    = - y a A f(va + u^q   - a )                     L 

2       2                                        -   '**( tf=ff x"^ 
x'    = (a2 - u )f                                f=       ,   K R  

/ 2        2                             a v(*+rT) 
y«    = - (uv + a/q   - a ) f 

; ^ v     = uT, 

vriLth initial conditions 

(3.5') To=VCXB-XA.) ' 

uo=qo//l + To
2    , 

zo = 0, 

and 
Xo=XB' 

yo = yB J 
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and terminal conditions to determine q   and q    : 

(3#6l)     (ux+vy) ["(y24x2)u - x(ux+iry)j = (■£§-)*[/^ - (ux-fvy)2J 

ux + vy 

If the problem is to be done by band, equations (3*2), (3«3)> and 
(3.-4) may be solved firstj r. and /? found later.   With the ENIA.C, how- 
ever, this would waste time since more cards would have to be read. 
From equation 2.1c we find that 

(3,10)       z» + ^ ju(B-H) - vH j ■  ^S [a u - v/q2 - a2]. 

Freedom in Choice of PC  and ß    . 

As for ß , let us consider more generally tLa determination of (X 
and ß throughout the whole region in which we shall seek the values of 
x> y, u, v, z.   Suppose that we assign /3 arbitrarily on BC increasing 
from B to C (Figure 3*3)»   Assuming, a3 we have, that the characteristics 
have no envelopes and that therefore there is one characteristic of each 
family through each point, the values of ß in BC determine the values 
of ß through the region BCD but have no effect on the values of OC   in 
that region.     Accordingly we are free to make oc  an arbitrary increas- 
ing function on BD.   This will 
determine ot in the region BDEC 
but will not affect the values 
of ß in CDE.    (E may be at 
infinity since DE may not 
intersect the shock wave») 
Step by step it is seen 
that  ß may be assigned 
arbitrarily (we c^all make 
it increase from B to B) 
along BCEH and (X may be 
assigned arbitrarily along 
BDFI (we shall make it 
increase from D to I )• 
Indeed we say mke  <X = 
5c </$), 
ß^oL"1 {<*) along BDFI 

and /9^3   fa), «f/S^C/S) Figtu-e 3.3 
along  CEH where        o7 (/3) and /Q (oO are non-decreasing functions. 
In order to make the map of the region BDFMECB on to a portion of the 
ocß plane a one to one map, it is necessary tc forbid the map? of 3DFI 
and CEH to have any points in common.   Because there are two arbitrary 
functions at or*'s disposal in the assignment of parameters there are many 
choices available.   One could .let /& » y on BCEH and u, - x on BDFI; one 
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could let oi B ß - x on BDFI or on CEHG (in the latter case, this leaves 
ex. undefined dovmstream of the characteristic « =  ©o which aay intersect 
the body somewhere between D and l)j one could let ß = y on CEHG, or if 
s is arc length along BDFI, s' is arc length along CEHG and or is curva- 
ture along either, one could let 

Art 
S-   =«   +OL «r(-s)       on BDFI , 

3£t =60 +/31 C (s')     on CEHG 

where a , a, ,/3 , ,#, are positive constants, so computations carried out 

on a square grid in the ex , ß plane would correspond in the physical 
plane to a fine grid where the velocity is changing rapidly and a large 
grid where it is changing slowly.    Dther choices will suggest themselves 
to the reader.   To facilitate the simultaneous programming of whole 
families of flews for ENIAC and other machines we shall in this report 
usually map the shock-wave onto a line of slope one and the given con- 
tour onto lines of slope \ or lo 

Corners 

From a point on the given contour such as D, F or I on Figure 3»4 
where the slope is decreasing but discontinuous, it is known that a family 
of characteristics OC =   constant emanates, but only one characteristic 
ß =   constant.   Therefore points D, F and I must map onto horizontal 
line segments D'...D', F«....F» and I»...I'.   Once again the assignment 
of oc is arbitrary. 

Figure 3.4 

Figure 3.5 

ß K« L« 

H! L M .i 
y1 u* 

**n        T i 
E«/ 

^F'- pi 
0 

,J pJ > *"D'—D« 
B' Oi 
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Terminal Boundary to Flow Computations 

Since the velocity at G is independent of the velocity at points to 
the right of characteristic HG, there is no reason to compute the flow 
beyond this curve if, for example, the pressure distribution along A'BDFIG 
is desired.   The flow can be computed in the region HGF bounded by the 
characteristic HG.   It will have to be computed also in some region HGLK 
in order to determine the flow in the base region.   At the present, there 
is no known satisfactory way of doing this because the non-viscous steady 
flow model is not applicable to the wake, as a glance at a shadowgraph 
of a wake will suggest.    Thus the object of this report will be to deter- 
mine the velocity at a net-work of points in the region R or R' shown in 
Figures 3*4- and 3»5. 

Returning to the determination of the flow along the characteristic 
BC, we shall simply set <x = 0 and/# = /3   (y - y ).   Summarizing: along BC 

O D 

a 

f 

g 

h 

i 

k 

1 

m 

I" 

dt     t(K-R-tH) 
ay " y (K - R) 

= -JL 
x-x, 

du 
Hy 

dv 
Hy 

"A« 

-*2 v t 

y [t(K-R)-Lj 

a2v 

y [t(K-R)-Lj 

%   -   &   [u(K-R)-vH] 

ß = fl& - yB) 

oc = 

'B to=V^ u    = 
0 

qo 
V     = 

0 
%\ 

A77?    ° A 1+t 

(Y*K\^K)(\%-\)°(r-u [c^wH^wv
2] 

qi = \ * Vw 

*» SHI8- yu/(x + yT) 
/*2       2 z' = -ya Af(v a + u vq   - a ) 

x« n (a2 - u2)f 

yt   = _  (uv + a yjTj)t 
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p) 

q) 

r) 

s) 

v = u T 

f=-yu      [{L/(K-R)} x - yj/[a2v(x + yT)J 

2       2        2 
q   = u   + v , 

2   2 
H = a -u , 

A = a - q2) 

a        JJ— (i - q2) 

K - -uv, 
2   2 L = a -v , p / 2   2 R = a / q - q -a 

r^l 
r 

3.1< 
VV(vV 

t) -< 

Xo=XB 

y0
=yB 

u)   /d = (T - \)/{\ - T0) 

v)      (ux + vy)      (y +x )u - x(ux+vy) 

w)      q± - (ux + vy)/x 
II-W-O 2   2 

x +y   - (ux+vy) 2J 
t, u, v, z, x,  /# are determined at equally spaced intervals of y by 
solving equations 3.1 a,b,c,d,e,f with initial conditions 3»Ih and termi- 
nal conditions 3.1 i,j; or u,z,x,y,v, /6 are determined at equally spaced 
intervals of T by solving equations 3.1 k—n, u, with initial conditions 
3.It and terminal conditions, 3.1 v,w. 

Contour Process 

Once the initial data has been determined, flow variables may be 
found at the intersection D,    of the given contour and a characteristic 

ß =   constant through a point B. on BC.    The process involved in doing 
this we 

7 h * 

B X 

Figure 3*6 Figure 3.7 

shall call the contour process.    It will be used evf,ry time the flow 
variables are to be found at a new point on the contour. 
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Since only ex.varies in passing from E. to D. two of the equations 
to be used are 2.He and 2.lie 

(3.11) y* =   Xx ex. t 
and 

(3.12) üua +   ▼<* + üSf C* P + Q) = 0* 

Actually Q will be zero since the shock is straight near z * 0.   The 
other three equations are the boundary conditions 2.1 i, j 

(3.13) y = F(x), 

(3.14) v =uF'(x) = uG(x) 

and the condition 

(3.15) z = 0. 

A simple procedure which can be_used to find the flow variables at 

D. is simply to replace^— by   —— etc., obtaining linear equa- 
1 3« Ac*. 

tions for x, y, u, v.   The justification for this procedure is given in 
Frankl and Aleksieva's paper which applies to our problem once we 
assume that the flow on BC is correctly determined.   Instead of using 
equation (3*13) as it is WB prefer to differentiate it in order to 
obtain a1 linear equation in x-   and y 

Ul Ul 

C3.13')       gg = G(x). 

Let us denote the map of B., B and II in the oc /S plane by / , a, 

and no name, (Figure 3*7) and denote the corresponding x,y,u,v,z by xj ,jf , 
u/   '   vf '   H ' V ya> V V V x' Jf u' v' z*   Then we get» U3"lg 

the suggested procedure, the following linear equations 

(3.16) y - yfl = F« (xa)(x - xft) , 

(3.17) y - Yt -   Xx(x-x£Y , 

(3.18) v = u G , p 

(3.19) «   (u - u ) + v - r£ +€    —* (x-x£) = 0, 

and *     * 
(3.20) z = 0 j 

which, solved for x, y, u, v, z give 

(3.21) x = [y/ - ya + p.A xa - \A xt ] /(F-a- A^ ), 

(3.22) y = ^ Fa -X/7a + X^ F'(Vxi)]   /<Fa "*£ >' 

(3.23) z = 0 , 
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and 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

P 
u = £Vl + v£ -e-x-J^i* - Xj )J /(ttj| + G), 

[V/ + vi ~£ KT=zr (X ' xi }] /(w/+ G)' v =   G 
I   £ 

This represents the simplest possible contour process.   Clearly many 
refinements may be made.   For example, it would be preferable to evaluate 
X t   <*>  and P at m, the midpoint of & and the desired point, and G at M, 

the midpoint of a and the desired point.    This may be done by extrapola- 
tion or by integration.   We shall reserve discussion of such refinements 
for the next section. 

General Process 

Once the flow variables have been found at DL or any other point on 

the contour, the next step is to find them at a point P at the interac- 
tion of a characteristic /$ - constant through 3^ on the initial line and 

a characteristic ex. - constant through D_.   More generally, given the flow 

variables at any two points ^and u not on the same characteristic we may 
find them at the intersection P of characteristics fi = constant and ex.  ~ 
constant through j£ and u respectively-   We shall call the process for 

X 

0 

/.                         A P / • 

| 
u 

Figure 3.9 Figure 3.Ö 

doing this the general process. 

The equations to be used to this end are equations 2.II cdefh' 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

y* =   * x <v  > ot 

»7A ^ 

and 

wu*  +va  +x« (*T=R + TFR>;° > 

(3.30)       dz = yA (- v dx + u dy). 

The method again is to replace partial derivatives by difference quotients. 
There is no need for the grid sizes in   « and ft to be equal since the 
difference equations do not contain A oc or A/3 : 
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and 

(3.31) y -      X x = y^ -     X x^ , 
(3-32) wy-x=£yu-xu     , 

C3-33) Z) u + v   = ÖU| + v^ - (x - xj )(S + ?) , 

(3.34) u + V = uu + ^vu - (y - yu) (S - T) , 

(3.35) 2z = z£ + zu + y Ä   [-(2x - VL£- xu)v + (2y- y^ - yj u]  , 

where 3=   «|   and T = ^g   . 
Instead of evaluating the quanta.tites   A , y, I, etc. at the midpoints 

of jtf and P, and u and P we suggest in this simple general process evaluating 
them at the midpoint of ^ and uj i.e., 

- _    7£     +   yu y =     _  

~    *j + v U   s       1* ■ inn 

-2     -2 A -2 q    = u   + v 

A" = ACq2), 
etc.   This simplifies the computation and is all that is justified until 
a more careful procedure is described,, in the next section.   Solution of 
equations 3*31-3*35 yields x, y, u, v,"2 at P. 

(3*36)      x = [j(y^ -   Ax^ ) - (£yu - xu)J  /(l - A« ), 

(3*37)      y =     [ty - AX^ } - A (wyu - xu)l   /(l - Xw), 

(3*38)   u = Dy- Avu- (y-yu)(S-f)} - A^ -HT, -(x-x^XS+T)}]   / 

(1-U), 
(3*39)   v = yiJui+ y^ -(x-x,) (S+T)] - «{uu+ A vu - (y-y^)C§-T)| / 

(1-Xw), 

(3*40)    z = ifx^ + zu + 5&" {-(2x-3ci -x^v + (2y - 7j - 7J ü}J   . 

Any hand computation must be accompanied by checks. The values of 
H, K. L and R may be checked by the identity 

HL = K2 - R2 i 

the solutions (3*36) - (3*40) by substitution into some of equations 
(3.31)-(3*34) the value of z by the formula 

etc. 

z  = z£ + y I [-(* - x£ ) v + (y - y, )uj 
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Shock Process 

Similar to the contour process though more complicated is the other 
boundary process which gives the flow variables at a new point on the shock 
wave. In this case the flow variables are known at a point a oh the 3hock 
wave and another point u lying on a characteristic^ = constant through a. 
The point P lies on the shock wave and a characteristic <x = constant through 
u. 

/ u 

Figure 3.10 Figure 3.U 

The equations we shall use are 2.II d,f, h' and 2.1 g,h,b» 

(3.41) 

(3-42) 

o> *A   "x/3     » q, - u dy _   _U  
3x ~      v 

(3.43) V+Av^   J/Q  (Lg^)-O, 

(3.44) v2(b - u) * (q1 - u)2(u - d), or ^ = v'(u,v), 

and 
(3.45)    dz = yA (- v dx + u dy), 

/ <1T \2 
{3'Ub)    g "     (u-b)(u-l/q1)(ru-e) 

du, 
Hz 

The procedure is as before; the coefficients in equations (3.41) and 
(3.43) may be evaluated at u, the other at a.    The results for x, y, u, 
v, z are 

(3.47) x = [ouhxa - xu + «u(yu-ya)] /( »A - 1), 

(3.48) 7 = [Wu-VhaK " xa0     A"uha " 1)j 

(3.49) u =[Aufaua + uu + Au(vu - va) - (y - yu) W]   /CVa+1>' 

(3.50)   v = [f^ + va + fa(uu - ua) - fa(y-yu)(su-Tu)] /^ + 1), 

(3.51)     ■ = za + ya Aa [ -va(x-xa)+ua (y - y&)] 
where 

\ = (qx - ua)Aa 
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When the flow variables are determined at P, g may be computed at 
the midpoint of aP by equation (3.46) using 

du _ 
3z ~ 

u 
u - a 
z - z_ 

Corner Process 

We have seen that a corner such as D (Figure 3.2) maps into a line- 
segment D—D in the ot ß plane.   Along DD u, v, and   oc vary although x, 
y,z are fixed.    Ot may be related to u and v in any practical way such as 

(3.52)   cx=        I 1   - 1   + 
u 

*2V1U2 "  "lv2ul 
Vlu2 - V2 Vl *2 " V2 *1 

a linear function of the tangent of the velocity inclination. 

(S 

i 

Figure 3»12 

Since x is constant at D, 

xa. =   0 , 
and thus from 2«lie 

or 
(3.53)     *>ua  +   vÄ    = 0 , 

(3.54-1   «du + dv ss o   . 

Figure 3.13 

Bti3 is an ordinary differential equation in u and v whose solution is 
an epicycloid in the u,v plane.    The solution has been tabulated in 

3.3 various places^   •   Thua it is simple to obtain a set of points along 
D—D.   However, if more accuracy is required than three significant 
figures, and if it is desirable to space the data at equal increments 
in v/u, then it is simpler to modify equation (3.53) introducing v/u = 
t as independent variable 

3*3   E.g., N.A.C.A. Technical Note 1428, Dec. 1947,    Notes and Tables for 
Use in the Analysis of Supersonic Flow. 
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and solve directly. 

Section 4.   Refined Numerical tfethods 

Introduction 

In section 3 the problem of determining numerically the supersonic 
steady frictionless flow past a body of revolution was solved in a simple 
way.   Having assumed that the flow near the nose could be reasonably well 
approximated by the Taylor-Maccoll flow with the smaller shock wave angle, 

1 7 the paper of Frankl and Aleksieva *   proves that there exists a unique 
solution and that the approximation outlined in the last section con- 
verges to this solution as the mesh size approaches zero (if we ignore 
round-off errors). 

However, in the last section, little attention was paid to the prob- 
lem of getting the best approximation for a given amount of labor by hand 
or by machine.    This is a problem which can never be completely solved. 
Nevertheless, in this section we shall examine some aspects of the prob- 
lem ?nd show how some of the computations previously described can be 
done to a given accuracy more easily.   T/e shall indicate in several 
places how a problem should be treated depending on whether it is done 
by hand, or by a fast machine of small memory, or by a fast machine of 
large memory. 

Systems of Ordinary Differential Equations with Initial Conditions 

Given a system 

(4.1) y± = f±(7lf,..,ya, x),        i = 1, 2,  ....,m,     y± = y±(x), 

of ordinary differential equations with initial conditions 

(4.2) y.(x0) = y±      . 
o 

The numerical method of solution most commonly used for hand compu- 

tation at the BEL is due to Ifoulton     , although it differs only a little 
from a method used earlier by Adams.   Like most numerical methods it 
assumes that the solutions may be closely approximated on short intervals 
by polynomials of suitable degree.   The polynomial of degree n passing 
through n+1 points has been found in various forms by Gregory (1670), 
Newton (1687), Waring (1779), Lagrange (1795).   If Gregory's formula for 

(4.3) ^(3^,...^, x) = Fi (x) 

Z7i Bennett, mine, and Bateman, "Numerical Integration of Differential 
Equations"; Bulletin of the National Research Council No. 92, Nov. 
1933, pp. 74, 75, 80. 
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be integrated from x_ to x,   - the following formulae result: 

C4.4)   J^        Fi(x)dx = h  [F.>n+1 4V Fifn+1 - ^72   Fijn+1 ] + 

L" 7H *    Fi,n+l "TR*      Fi,n+1 " loTT ^ Fi,n+l] + 

n 

+ h 

h["Äv     Fi,n+1"""3 
where 

/" 
h = Xn+1 " xn 

Fi,n+1 "" V*L,n*l» y2,n+l»  ••" ym,n+l' Su* 

(4.5)   ^ ^Fi,n4l = Fi,n+1 ~ Fi,n 

7\n+l = V [VFi,n+l - 
VFi,n]=   Fi,n+r

2Fi,n+Fi,n-l 
• • • 
• • • 
• • * 

Moulton's method ir the following:   values of y. ., F. ,, y.  „, 
XyJ. -L^J-        ^J* 

F. .,••♦•» y,  j, F.   . are obtained corresponding to x,    x0    ...., x. by 
special means such as Taylor's series.    These ara arranged on a computing 
form as follows: 
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A trial value for F.   . - is then secured by extrapolation or otherwise, 
i,j+i 

and y.   . , is computed from the formula 

-x. n+i 

JX3 
using equation (4.4)• 

A corrected value of F.   . - is then found from equation (4.1) and 

the process repeated until no change occurs.   The values of x. ., y,   . ,, 
1-1 i-L. "■' 1>J+1 

FT  ^,I    • •♦•,   V7     F,   ,,,••.., nJ 1    ..., are entered in the table. Values 1,3+1, '   V       1,0+1 v       m,j+l 
of 7.   . „, y.   , _, etc., are computed in the same way until the end of 

the interval is reached.    Practically, differences beyond the third are 
not often used so that the solution is approximated by a fourth degree 
polynomial.   We shall refer to it then as a fourth order method.   More 
generally we shall say that if j-1 differences are used the method is 
a jth order method, because if the functions y.-nere anal-"tic we should 

be making truncation errors of the form [d^+1y/dx''+1J   |S^+1/(J+l)lJ 
in each interval.   It is customary to choose J conveniently and then to 
adjust the size of the interval so that«'' F.  .  are negligible.   This 

*      i,K 
may require several changes of interval size during the computation. 
It will be noted that if it be necessary to halve the interval, then 
auxiliary points must be inserted using interpolation formulae.   As a 
guard against errors, hand computations are frequently checked using 
equation (4.7) over larger intervals and, for example, Simpson's Rule 
and/or Weddle's Formula. 

Ifoulton's method, though convenient for hand computation, has three 
defects for machine computation which are avoided by other methods.   These 
are: (a) the number of quantities which must be remembered in going from 
x,  to x  ,, namely,      uj+l)m+l]    J 00 the fact that early steps are 

different from later steps; and (c) the necessity of using interpolation 
formulae in reducing the interval size.   In setting up a problem  for a 
machine, if there are N registers available to remember numbers, then 
l+(j+l)m must be less than or equal to N.    Thus if a fourth order approxi- 
mation is to be used, then m must be less than or equal to (N-l)/5.   For 
example, N will be about twelve to fourteen for the ENIAC if ten figures 
are to be used.   Let us in future discussions let N = 13j thus only a 
second order system could be handled by Ifoulton's method on the ENIAC. 

Mast of the other common methods such as those of Adams, Steffensen 
and Mine are subject to the same objections for machine work and accord- 
ingly will not often be used for high-speed machines * 

The best known methods which are less open to objections (a), (b), 
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and (c) are those of Runge and Kutta*   .   The step from x.  to x.  . is 

the same for all k with these methods.   For example, their fourth order 
method is described almost completely by the formulae 

\,n+l " yi,n + <ki,l + 2ki,2 + 2ki,3 + ki,4)/6> 

where 

ki,l = h fi CV *l,n» — ym,z) 

(4.8X   ki>2 = h f. (xn + |h, yljn + Jk^, ..., y%n.+ fc^) 

\,3 = h fi Cxh + *h> *L,n + ^1,2»  —» ym,n + Kj) 
! 

k.   . = h f. (x„ + h, y, „ + k, „,  ..., y      + k   „) \ 1,4 i x n       '    l>n      J.,3 *m,n      m,3 ( 

(i = 1, 2,  ...., m) • 

This method is free from defects (b) and (c).   As for (a) there is one \ 
stage of the computation when x , y,    ,  ..., y     , x , y,     + (k. n+2k, 0)/6, 

n     -L,n m,n    n     -i^n        ^t^-     ^•f~ 
*2,n + ^,1 + 2k2,2V6,  .-, 7%n + Ck%1 + 2kmj2)/6, ^ 2„..., 
k. /i, k, ,., k, „, .»., k   , _ must be remembered, i.e., 1 + 4m quantities. 

m,«s     •*•».•     **.? m—i,j * 
In this case, therefore, if N «= 12, m = 3j so a system of three equations ! 
could be handled by the ENIAC if the Runge-Kutta fourth order method is ; 
used and 13 registers are available» This method is therefore superior \ 
to the previously described methods for machines of limited storage space. j 
It will be observed that the functions f. are used four times in going j 

from x   to x   . as compared to once by the Moulton and similar methods. 

Usually the formation of these functions is the most difficult part of 
the problem and thus the Runge-Kutta method is in most cases more tedious 
for hand computation.   However, for machines such as the ENIAC where com- 
puting time may be a small fraction of total time spent on a problem, 
and where it is nearly as easy to instruct it to form f.  four times as 
one, this is no drawback. 

Another method which is somewhat similar to the Runge-Kutta method 
in adaptability to high speed machines but superior in regard to space, 
is described below. We have not found it in the literature, (although 
it may have been known to Gregory, Euler, Newton, «or Lagrange). There- 
fore we shall derive it in detail. In this development we shall always 
assume that i rvns from 1 to m.   Let us assume that the functions f. 

are analyticj then y, are also analytic.   Let us denote yj(x   + w) by 

-     ^i h -      • 
V or*1* + $   * 7±> etc' v*"*1^ ?i,n' hW yi,n4a'*i;i»i 
about x   + £  we have: 

4.3   Bennett, Milne, and Bateman, Op. cit., pp. 77-80 
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%*+i = h* hl 7+ hm r+ V' £ * hnnm+0(h5) 

(4.9)4 V = ?i " ^S + ?i" &" " V £ + ^i"" 4 + °<h5> 

where 0(h )/h   is a quantity which approaches a finite limit as h 
approaches 0. 

Adding and subtracting the first and second pairs of equations: 

(4.10 )«< 

a>    ^n+1 '^n = ^h + ^* 7Z + 0^ 

b>   ^n+1 + >i,n = 2h + 55 S- + 0(h*) 

v
d>   1,** + yi,n = 2^i + V r + °(h4) • 

order 
Assume now that y.      and x   are known and that y.     ,, is 
,r 3J i.e., x>n n 7l'n+1 

known to 

J+l> 
^n+1 = ^n+l, J + ^    > 

where j = 0, 1, 2, or 3»    Then the following sequence of computations 
will yield   yijn+1|j+1 

a) yJ>n = f.(yljn, y2jn,  ..., yffljn xn) equa. (4.1) 

(4.11)< 
c> A,3h = 4,n+l,J ' nfn 

+ 0(hJ) equa. (4.10)c 

3+l> d> 2*i,J = »ifnfl,j + yi,n " *£j-3 h A + 0(h^ ^)equa# (.#10)b 

e) y! , = f± (y, ,, y2 ,, ...,y_ v x   + h) + 0(hJ'+1) i,3       i     i,3     ^,3 m,3     n Qqua> ^a) 

f) 7>;^2 h2/4 = y^n4l>j+ y1>n - 2^ . + 0(h^+1) equa. (4.10)d 

1«) ^i,n+l,3+l = *.. * ^ + ^ ^+^\a. (4,1)a 
By repeating this sequence of operation 4 times y.      , will be obtained 
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to fourth order.    If a higher order approximation is desired, it is 
necessary tc adjoin more points, or differentiate the differential equa- 
tions to have more equations.    3ince fourth order is a convenient 
approbation, we shall not discuss the other possibilities. 

Let us compare this method now with the previously discussed ones. 
Mere, as in the Runge-Kutta method, there is no difference between the 
step from x„ to x.  and the step from x   to x   .,: nor is there any diffi- 

0        ^L n n-!-l 
culty in changing the interval.   As for the tax on memory, the moment 
of greatest storage requirement occurs when x , y.    , y.  „,.,   . and 
_ n^i,ni, n+A, j 
y.   . must all be held in order to form y*" . _ h /4 (y. _x1   • may be 

substituted for y.      ,   . ,  as scon as fcrued).    Thus the inequality 
^ i,n+i,j-± ^ 

1 + 3m = !! must be satisfied.    For the 31Ii:AG, therefore, m = A; i.e., 
it is possible to approximate to fourth order a system of four equations. 

The price for being able to solve U instead of 3 equations is the 
formation of f.  20 times instead of 4 as in the P.unge-Kutta method; just 

as the price for being able to solve 3 instead of 2 equations is the 
formation of f.  4. times instead of one. 

If the process described above is stopped at the second iteration, 
it amounts to the lieun method: 

<4'U>    yi,n+l^i,n+ ?[fi(yi,n'--^m,n'xn)+fi^%n+hfl{yi,n--ym,n'::n} 

* • 'W 1- •der This method yields only a 2nd order approximation to the solution but 
has the advantage that only 1 + 2m registers are required for dead stor- 
age, so that a system of 6 equations may be handled on the 3HIAC.    This 
is actually the method which lias often been used in the past for the 
EiTxAC.    It is clear, however,  that if four or lerjs equations are in- 
volved, or if eight or less are involved and only five significant fig- 
ures are to be carried through the computation, then it is highly desira- 
ble to use the fourth order approximation described above; for larger 
3teps may be used for a given truncation error, and there will be corre- 
spondingly less round-off error (only the round-off error of the last 
iteration counts).    The following table summarizes approximate esti- 
mates' for various methods of solving ordinary differential equations 
with the emphasis on computing machines of small memory capacity. 
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Method 

Ifoulton 
Adams- „ „,. 
Bashforth   R^ge-Clip- 
Stephens  , Kutta   *"*« 
Milne 

Hand Excellent    Good       Poor 
computation 

I&chine Poor 
computation 

Different 
procedure 
at start 

Good       Good 

Hsun 

flair 

Good 

Yes No No No 

Analytic 
Continuation 

Succes- 
ive approxi- 
mation 

Not usually 
practical 

Not usually 
applicable 

No 

Occasionally 
good 

Not adapted 
for machines 
of small 
memory 

Interpolates 
to reduce 
interval 

Yes No No No No 

Number of 
registers in 
internal mem- 
ory required 
for storage 
for system of 
m equations and 
4th order 
approximation 

Number of 
equations 
that can be 
solved to 
4th order 
with ENIAC 

1 + 5m      1 + 4m   l+3m (l+2m, but 
gives 2nd 
order approxi- 
mation, not 
4th) 

(6, but 
2nd order) 

Higher Order Approximations to the Solution of Systems of Hyperbolic 
Partial Differential Equations ' !     " 

Just as it was possible to approximate the solu'1 on of a system of 
ordinary differential equations by a polynomial of arbitrary order over 
a given interval, so it is possible to do the same for a system of par- 
tial differential equations.   We shall not attempt to give any general 
theory; however, certain general observations may be made.   Suppose we 
have a system of m-2 quasi-linear hyperbolic first order partial dif- 
ferential equations in two independent variables u, ar4 tu, and m-2 

dependent variables xu, ..#, u •   Suppose there are m-2 families of 

real characteristic curves, only two families being distinct} then 
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characteristic variables OC and ß may be introduced so that the system 
takes the canonical form: 

(4.13) 

m 

Z 
i=l 

3u. 
a,.      —i-   =b. 
iJ        3oc 0 

m 3u. 
a..      _i-   =b. 

i=l 
3-o     a^d 

j = 1, 2,   .,., Ü 

—   X + \t ,»*, m    • 

If now the a. . and b. are analytic functions of u,,  .... u   and the 

u's are all known at a set of n points P., P2, etc., in the ot  ,/f 

plane, the problem of finding the u's at a point P nearby may be attacked 
as follows:   Assuming that the u's are analytic, we may expand them at 
P., P0,  ..., P , etc., about some convenient point ?.    These mn equations 

- k+1 plus the m differential equations at P plus the (2       - 2)m differential 
equations at P obtained by k-fold differentiation yield r^l ,  nm.\\m 

algebraic or transcendental equations for ii,  3Ü./$oC ,      du./^^    , 

2— 2- 
3 \^ddd       > 3 Ui/3«.S^    »etc.   They may in general be solved 

V 

•3    .p2      .h 

•P6 

Figure 4.1 

k+1 
for (2  +n-l)m of these derivatives in terms of the known u's at P., 

P„,...P . If these then be substituted in the Taylor expansions for the 

u. at P about P, a polynomial approximation of some order j is obtained. 

Since there are     m(1+2+...+j) = mj(j+l)/2 

derivatives of u's at P of order j or less, j would in general be the 
largest interger less than or equal to 

,=-!♦ / 9+8(2
k+1+n-2) 
 2  
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For example if the differential equations are not differentiated and 
two points are used, J = 1 and we are assured of being able to obtain 
a first order approximation to the u's at P. 

However, it may well be that by choosing the points P., P«, etc., 

properly the equations obtained in u., Su./g^      , etc., contain fewer 

independent quantities to be eliminated than mj(j+l)/2.   For example, 
using four points P., P2, P_, P arranged at the corners of a rectangle 

with sides parallel to the (Ä , /3  axes and with P chosen at the center, 
the expressions 

.2- 2- 
7  3 ui ?     9 ui Ü. + (A*)2 \. + (A/3;2 1 

occur in the expansion of u. at each of the four points; thus the num- 

ber of quantities of order two or less at f to be eliminated is reduced 
from 6 to U and so, using only the original differential equations a 
second order approximation to the u's at P may be found.   Until the 
reduction in number of independent quantities was noted, one would have 
predicted that there were only enough equations to provide a first order 
approximation to the u's at P. 

• • • * » '    n In the process of extending the functions u. from points P_, 

to point P we have used (with reservations) expansions of u. at Yp 
_ k+T. 

about P and the differential equations and their 2     -2 sets of derived 
—       k+1 equations at P. (2     -l)mn additional equations in the derivatives of 

u.  at f way be obtained by expanding the derivatives of u. up to order 
1 — k+1 1 

k about P and substituting in the (2     -l)m differential equations at 
each point P., P2, ..., P .   Except for checking, these equations, how- 

ever, are usually of academic interest only, since they have essentially 
been used already in the earlier determination of the u's at P., P., etc. 

The assumption that the u's are analytic must be considered for each 
problem.   It is well known that the solution of a system of hyperbolic 
differential equations with analytic coefficients need not be analytic. 
(E.g., the two-dimensional wave   equation 9 u/9x   = 3 u/^y   is 
equivalent to the system p* = q , p   = q. where p = u,q=u^.    The 

x       y     y       j£ x 
general solution is p = f'  (x+y) + g'(x-y), q = f ' (x+y)-g'(x--. / where 
f(ol ) and g(j3) are any functions with continuoixs second derivatives, 
and f'(d) = df/d<jl , g'(^) = dg/d^.)    In fact, the characteristics 
may be defined as curves along which "discontinuities of derivatives of 
some order may occur even though the solutions y. are themselves con- 
tinuous.   As an example for the aerodynamicist, ionsider the flow over 
a body of revolution with a contour having discontinuous slopes as in 
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Figure 4.2.   Consider any curve ABC intersecting at a non-zero angle the 
"*  characteristics which bound the expansion regions.    The velocity com- 

ponents and the pressure and density of the air all have discontinuous 
derivatives at P,, P2, P-, P, with respect to arc length along this curve, 

Figure 4.2 

On the other hand, if functions u.  have analytic initial values given 

along an analytic curve which is not a characteristic, then the u's 
will be analytic in the region of detenninacy.    More general theorems of 
this nature are available.'*** 

K 

a • 

ft 

• b 

-»-<* 

*U 

Figure 4.3 
Let us return now to the general process described in section 3, 

and rediscuss it in the spirit of the above general remarks.   As in 
section 3, we assume that we are to determine a solution of equations 

a)    (K-R)yet - Lxa  = 0       or ya   =  X xft 

(4.uWb)  H ya - (K-R)x>s = °     or»3>- x# 
I r   2 i 
\o)    Hua+(K-R)va + xa^-^-+ (BRy'g)/2j  * 0 

4.4   R.Courö'andD. Hubert, Ifethoden der Mathematischen Physik, vol. II, 
Chapter 5. 
F. Frankl and P. Aleksieva, Op. cit., p. 793. 
H. Lewy, Op. cit., p. 179» 
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r   2 
lf LI. 

(4.14) «< 
cont'd 

d) (K-R)U/? + Lv^ + 3^1«.  y 

e) z, 

with boundary conditions 

g = 

(BBy*g)/2] = 0 

zy = y*Au 

(u2-b)(vL.)C/u2-e) 

du2 

35" 

v2
2(b-u2) = (qi - u2)

2(u2 - d) 

g = Cqx - u2)/v2 

y = F(X) 

v = uF'(x) 

z = 0 

We assume that x, y, u, v, z are kncwnat J and u in the & , p plane 
and are to be found at b, the intersection of characteristics through 
If and u. Let us translate the ÖL , ß axes to P, the midpoint of Jt 

andja. Let us expand x at X > b, and u about P, indicating quantities 
at P by bars and quantities at b by no subscript, A 06 and A ß by ex. 
and p respectively, derivatives with respect to ex. by subscript Ci , 
etc.: 

= x +<nxQi + /3x0  + i(cc\a +^/3/3)+{X^0l/3 + °(h3) 

(4.15W *j = x -ocZa +/3Z0 + U*\£A2^)-«/!*^ + °^ 

where h is the larger of oi and fi .   Adding and subtracting i-iie third 
equation to and from the second, we obtain 

£/ + xu = 2x + a%u+/S2x^- ZotfXqf 0(h3) 

7j + 7U = 2y + * ^/S2^,- 2fljd^+ 0(h3) 

(4.l6Hu^ + uu = 25 +« ^H-^
2
^- 20^^+ o(h3) 

Vj + vu = 27 •« ft \Ä+/32^- 2^^+ 0(h3) 

a- + z   = 2z + en  Z.+/S z^     °^ afi     v 

fi Ä« 

a 



xd=xi-xu = "2"5*   +20*/3   +   0(h > 

yd = yi " yu = " 2U y*   + 2/3 y/S   +   0(h3) 

(4.17)^u. = u. - u   = - 2a iL, + 2/3 Ü«   +   0(h3) 

vd = Vg - vu = - 2a v^   + 2^   +   0(h3) 

zd = zt ~ \ = " 2aSa + 2#la + 0(h3) 

Substituting from equations (4.14) into equations (4 «17), ire ob- 
tain the two pairs of equations 

xd =- 2«^+   ü>2ßjß   + 0(h3) 

yd =-X2ocxQi  +2/3^   +0(h3) 

|ud = - [C<f M)/(K-R)j 2/3 j^ - 2aüÄ-Ac/?vö + 0(h3) 

jd =    [teM)/(E-R)] 20(^+32«^ + 2^ + 0(h3) 

for the pairs of unknowns 2a x   , 2/3 y.   and 2a ü   , 2/3 Vg   .   As for 

the coefficients, we observe that from equations (4.16) 

(4&j    f(x,y,ü,v,z> fj^Jk+^h2), ^^^ 0(h2),...,^JL + 0(h2)l 

(4.18). 

z.+z 

T—,..., -fr2-) + 0(h2) 

if f is analytic (class CL).    Therefore to the order indicated the coef- 
ficients may be replaced   by fun-tions of the means of x, y, u, v, z 
at   Jt   and u.   The determinant of the coefficients in each pair of equa- 
tions is 

1 *-     \ ü> + 2 a /q2"^2 

A2-^ uv + a 

it would only be zero if the Ifech number were one or infinity, and in- 

/2   2 q -a     = 0. finite if uv + a / q'-a"-   =0.   We rule out these three cases.   With this 
restriction, equations (4-18) may be solved with third order errors: 

f> [2 « x^ =   [S>yd - xd] / [l -     \^]+ 0(h3) 

(4.20X2/0^   =   [yd-   Xxd] /[l -Xw]+ 0(h3) 
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i2*V =~  T(1 -^w)(Xvd +ud) +|s-f-Xw(S+f|rd + 

(4.20) < 2T>xd]/[l-XöJ2 + 0(h3) 
(cont'd)^^    = J-(1 _^ -  )(v^ + -^ _ 2T-^ +|3+f.^^(s.»p)J.Xd 

/[l~>w]2    +0(h3) 

wharo    q = *a V        and T - By*Rg Where    3     T(K^)    and T " 2TK=S7    * 
These quantities may now be substituted into the expansions for x, y, u, 
v, z; but the results 

x = x + §• [2 wyd - (1 + X w)xd] / [l -X wj 

7 = 7+ i [(1+X ^)yd - 2Xxd]/[l -X ö>] 

(4.21) u = u" + I [{(1+ XS )ud + 2 X vd}   - 2  {(yw^Xs-?)-. 

^(x-Xj£ )CS+T)}]/[l-XwJ 

v = v + i[{2Wud H(l+Xi)vd].- 2 {(x-x^ )(S+f)-63(y-yu). 

(s-f)}]/[i-A5] 

z = z + yA   £-(x-x)v +(y-y)ü J , 

where x = -|(x^ + xj, y = |(y^ + yu), Ü = |(u^ + uy), v«^ -KrJ, 
i r 2 ° are correct only to first order since    f[ot x   _ +/^*"x/«/a 

+ ^°^x/vxil> 
etc., have not been evaluated.    These expressions are the same as those 
obtained in the last section.    However, it is possible to obtain expres- 
sions which are correct to second order by the simpl3 expedient of using 
the values of u. at a in Figure 4.3.   In fact corresponding to equation1? 
(4.16) are equations 

rx-xa = 2a5a 

(4.22W 

+ 2,5x0 + 0(h3) 

7-7a = 2*ya    + 2^ + 0(h3) 

+ 2/JÜ0 + 0(h3) 

+ 2/jv, + 0(h3) 

u-*a = 2«Uot 

v-va = 2*vÄ 

+ 2/3^  + OCh3) 
which with equations (4.20) yield equations 

>Z-za = 2*Zot 
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C4.23)H 

"x = xa + [2«yd -(l+XS)xdJ/[l-Ä JiJ + u(h3) 

y = ya+ [ (1+ X<S)yd - 2Axd]/[i-X «] + o(h3) 

u = ua + [{(1+ Xö>)ud+2Xvd} - 2 { (y-7u)(S-f) - 

>(x-Xjt )(3+f)}]/[l-X«ö] ^(h3) 
v =va +£{25ud+(l+Xw)vd}   -»{(x-o^ )(S+T) - 

53(y-7u)(S-f)}]/[l-Xw] +0(h3) 

£ = za + yk   [-v(x-xa) + ü(y-ya)J   + 0(h3) 

It is important to note that the computations involved in the second 
order approximations are almost identical with those in the first order 
approximations.   Accordingly, the only excuse for using the first order 
ones would be in the case where storage memory in a machine was too small 
to remember the values at the extra point a. 

An alternative procedure for obtaining a second order approximation 
to x, y, u, v, z at b which is slightly better for the machine of small 
memory may be found as follows:    one might expect that if he replaced 

,8x 37 20<^ by x-x. , 2a ^    by y-y, , etc., in equations (4.14)a and 
(4.14)c evaluating coefficients at the midpoint of   J.  and b, and 
similarly replaced 2^^ by x-x , etc., in equations (4.14 )b and (4«14)d 
evaluating coefficients at the midpoint of b and u, a second order 
approximation would resultj and this is true.    To prove it, let us form 
the expressions 

(y-y/ - X (x - x^) = 2 o^/j X^ xÄ+ o(h3) 

// o, Jx 'x* " 5Cy'y^ = 20L/3 5" ^+ 0(h3) 

o> (u-u^ )+(v-V/ )+(S+f)(x-x    ) = -2<Xfi[toa 
S«+(5+T^ **] 

+ o(h3) *b "'    L *" 

Ku-uu)4 XCv-vu)+(S>f)(y-yu) —2«fi[l*rß  +<ff-T)a   y/j 

+ 0(h3) 

and replace    X >     CO , 
ST. 

*k= & X^ X u) + o(h2) 

X      > etc., u?ing equations 

.= l, W= i(o>* +  to    ) + 0(h*) 

(4.25)< (S+f) = h [(S^   + Tj ) + (Su + Tu) J   + 0(h2) 

(X5ö(=i(x-xi) + 0(tT) 
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<j^=r(y-yu) + o(h2) •ja 

otXa = KA-^)4 o(h2) 

etc. 

As a result we find the equations 
r 
(Y-Y£ ) - KX* X^ )(x - xi) * o(h3) 

(x-xj - ic w + «)(7- y„) = o(h3) 

(4.26)-< (v-v^ ) + tfw+o^Ku-u, ) + | f(3+T)+(S^ + 1X )1 . 
(x-x^ ) = 0(h3) L J 

(u-uu) + i-r'X + Xu)(v-vu) + I [(S-T)+(Su-Tll)J . 

(4.27)-< 

(y-yv) =  o(h->) 
These may be solved for x, y, u, v, z. 

<* 
x =   [{xi4(a>+wu)yu} +|(W*W)    {y^ 4(X+X/)x/}]/ 

[i-i(> + Xl)(" + «u )] 
7=   [fc  -4a+Xi)^}    4(X+X/){xu-^6; + a.>u)yu}]/ 

[l-fcX + X^X w+ wu)] 

u=   [{uu+"^X + Xu)V^(y_yu)} -*(A+XU)   ft("+wi)u^ + 

^ -^(x-x^g )}]  / [l -KX+ X u)(«+ft»|)] 

v = [{l( to + 6J/, u^ + v^ - I.Ij_ (x-X<£ )}   -|(« + »j)   {*+£( X+X u )vu 

-^(y-y^}]/[HKX+Xu)( w+u>£ )] 

z =[i(z
u^ )]f[jjH2(yA)+(yA)u +(3A)|}   {-(2v-»vu ■wri )• 

(2x-xu-xi)+(2u+uu+uJ)(2y-yu-y<i )}] 

where ^ = J [CS+T)+(S^ +T^ )J   and I^-J [(S-D+CS^f]     ; 

but these formulae must be used by iteration to yield second order approxi- 
mations since   A ,    co , P, Q, Ayu, Ayv must themselves be known to first 
order. 

We turn our attention now to a third order approximation to x, y, u, 
v, z at a point not on a boundary.   As we have suggested, we may increase 
the order of approximation by adjoining more points or by differentiating 
the differential equations or both.   Because of the fact that we want our 
methods to apply when there are characteristics which are lines of dis- 
continuity of derivatives of x, y, u, v, z, we prefer not to adjoin more 
points.    The reason is that using only the points  $    , u, a and b on the 
vertices of a rectangle we can always manage to have isolated character- 
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istics of discontinuity be part of our network and thus avoid having 
them pass through any of the rectangles.   It will then be permissible 
always to assume that the dependent functions are analytic inside the 
rectangle. 

Following the general remarks above, we observe that using x, y, u, 
v, z as given at three arbitrary points and expanded about a fourthj5 

we would have fifty unknowns (x, XQC , x^   , x«t«c    , *fia    * *«/6 >x**oo 

etci) to determine from the 15 + 5 (2     -1) expansions and differential 
equations obtained by differentiating k times.    Thus k would have to be 
2.    The problem of differentiating the differential equations twice, 
obtaining 35 differential equations, and solving these 35 with 15 
expansions for the fifty unknowns would appear to be quite formidable. 
Actually, because of the symietry of the four points, a, b, Jb   , u, with 
respect to P, the midpoint, the number of unknowns is so reduced that we 
shall only need to use five of the ten possible first derived equations. 

To be precise ^ if we expand any function p such as x, y, u, v, z,-X, 
faj I ete»j ät äj b, JL , u, talcing the origin at P, 

9 = p +afc, +/0P/, + kfv^+ßfy )+«^a + 5(*3p*a«+ 

i*ß%&)+#3« &««ß +# *ßßß ) 

2-      ,   .2- 
^ 

pa = p -o^p^ -ß ^ +-^P^ +fi%4 )+Ä/öPv ~ 5^\M 
+ 

we may form the combinations' 

(4.29) 

(4.30) PjL+Pu = 2p + 0(h") 

(4.31) « pu   = (p + pu - pa - px )/4 +0(h3) , 

ß Pfl   ■ (p + P| - Pa - Pu)/4 + 0(h3) , 

p + pa " PZ   " pu = ^VP«^    + 0(h > * 
2, 

(4.32) 

(4.33) 

(4.34) 

P - Pa = 2«pÄ + 2^   + 0(h3) , and 

pj| " pu = ' ?-°<Poi   + 2ß*fi   + 0(h3)e 

Equation (4.29) will yield third order approximations to x, y, u, v, 
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(4.35)^ 

z provided we can evaluateoC/fl 5c ^M   , of/0 Y»*   * etc«   TMS suggests 
that we differentiate equations (4.14)a), c), e) and (4.14)b), d) with 
respect to ß   and   <x.    respectively and solve for ^/flXj-*   > 4<?^jL^, 
etc: P 

4*/ß x^ =[<Ä 2ß 3^   2 * x^+ 20(55«. 2^^/ 1 -Ä5öJ 

^/ö 7*^ =[X     2oCc^2^^    + 2/5V 2* £j/[l -Äcö] 

2*} 2^ v^]    / [l_-5$- 
\>2ß (3+f )^ 20(5^ - 2<X(S-T)0<     2/3 7/a]   [l-> ö] 

<«P*o^   =[* (3-T)4*C^yÄ/tf-(3+f)4o</fl xÄ/ö + G 2oG>2^ v^ - 

- 2>3«5ß2ocuotJ / [1 -ASJ+ 

[ö2«(5-T)c(2(97/s-2^(S+T)/fl   
2<x ^J   /[!">«] 

4«/ffze(/ö= yl(-v 4«£x0</S + ü 4«^^.    ) + 2^(5^5)^ 2«.y^- 

2/9(:$Ü)/3   2«x<*    . 

In order thatÄ/tf x^g shall be correct to third order it is necessary 
that X ,tl> ,    P, Q, yÄü, yÄv be known to first order, ando< ic. ^L, 
etc., and«)>w    , $ )<f ,      o(  !*    , etc. be knovm to jocond order.    The 
first set may be found by using equation (4.30),    The second set may be 
found by solving equations (4.18). 

20Cx"Ä =[a> (VjL - yu) - (Xje - xu)] / [l -Ä GO] 

2/?3>   =      [(7^-7u)->(x^-xu)]/[l->Cö] 

(4.36)   2«SÄ = -[(Ujj - uu) +  > ty- vu)+3(yje-yu) - T(7~7a)J / 

2*>    = p(ul - \) 4 ^ - \) + 3(x£ ~x
u)    " *(x " xa) J / 

[i -**] 
Tb find the third set we use equations (4.23) and (4.33) and (4«34) • 

Second and third order boundary processes may also be devised al- 
though we do not have a third order process yet which is elegant enough 
to .include in this report. 

. Tb obtain a second order contour process, for example, let us call a 
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and b two points on the contour in the   oc ß   plane,  £ the point of 
intersection of vertical characteristic turough a and horizontal charac- 
teristic through b, P and ?, the midpoints of Jl, b and a, b respectively. 
T,7e assume that x, y,~u, v,_z are known at J.   and a and   are desired at 
b.   We take the origin at P, expand x, y, u, v, z at J. and b about P , 
and at a and b about P, and form the differences and sums. "" 

Figure 4.4 

(4.37) p-p     =2«pa + ü(h3), 

(4.38) P + Pi = 2p+«2paa + 0(h4), 

(4.39) P - Pa ~ 2«pÄ + 2,5^   + 0(h3), 

(4.40) p + pa = 2p +a2paa 
+/32P^+ 2<*/3PMj3  + °(hV 

denoting x, y, u, v, z, X , etc., generically by p. 

Now if the map of the contour is/d :r Tot, the boundary conditions 
may be written 

(4.41) dy = 
dx x 

y*   + r7A 
OC /O 

= f(x,y) 

and 

(4.42;       v = u f(x,y)  . 

Multiplying the second ;;iember of equation (4.41) above and below by 
2 /5 /T or 2 <X  we get 

(4.43)       2aya   + 2/3y^ = f(x,y)     [2a X^H- 2/?X^] . 

Equations (4.42) and (4.43) must hold in particular at ? and then we 
find the equations 

V - ya - ? (x - xa) = 0(h
3) 

Y'-7j ~  ^(x-x^) =0(h3) 

6>(u - u^) + (v - v^) + (3+T)(x - x ) = 0(h3) 

v - u f(x,y) = 0(h3) 

(4.44) "* 
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which may be solved for second order approximation to x, y, u, v, z 
provided &. ^ ?.    However, "X would only equal 1 if the Ifech angle were 
zero,  i.e. the Lkch number infinite.    Ruling this case out,   X   will not 
equal f if the grid size is small enough because of the continuity of \   . 
Wiese equations are iterated to get the second order; i.e., A   > x, etc., 
are. first taken equal to A     , fr , etc., for a first order approximation, 

_   ,  f, etc., are found from equations  (4..38) and (4.4.0) and used 
in equations  (/+.440 for the second order approximation. 

Alternatively, in regions where extrapolation is permissible ^  , 
f, etc., may be found to first order by extrapolation. 

Section 5.    Error Study 

Introduction 

Numerical solution of differential equations involves making approxi - 
mations which introduce errors.    An estimate of these errors is of great 
importance in the analysis of the computations. 

The first and thus far the only type of body studied by the methods 
described in the preceding sections is the cone-cylinder.   A report on 
these computations will be published later.    Before they were carried 
out on the ENIAC, a study of the errors involved in the numerical pro- 
cesses was made.    It is expected that the behavior of the errors in the 
cone-cylinder problem typifies the behavior of errors in the calculation 
of flows about arbitrary pointed bodies of revolution.    The method of 
analysis and the differential equations are the same, only the boundary 
conditions are specialized. 

ENIAC Computations, Empirical 3tudy 

To investigate the effect of grid size and order of approximation on 
the computations, the ^.ovf in the expansion region for a particular cone- 
cylinder and Mach number was computed by the ENIAC. The case studied was 
one for which Q = 20° and II = 2.12966. The 1st order, 2nd order itera- 
tive, and 2nd >rder-3 point methods were used for grid sizes varying from 
h=l to h=l/40. 

The expansion region in the physical plane (ABC) is shown in Figure 
5.1j and in the characteristic plane  (AA'BC), in Figure 5.2.    (h = i 
corresponds to the grid  ;ize which yields x, y, u, v at C in one step 
(see Figure 5.1).   When h = \, four steps are required to obtain x, 
y. u, v at C; when h'= 1/3, nine steps are required; etc.-)   Vfe assume 
that the input data (x, y, u, v along the characteristics   «X = 0 and 
ft  = 0) contain no error. 
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*>a 

.Figure 5.1 
0 h 2h 

Figure 5.2 

5.1 It is possible, modifying the nethod used by Frankl and Aleksieva 
5.2 

or Goursat     , to obtain limits on the size of the error in the values 
of x, y, u, v at any point in the flow field.   These limits are of con- 
siderable theoretical interest.   However, in order to obtain general re- 
sults it is necessary to make rather strong assumptions.   The limits so 
obtained are much larger than necessary, and give only a poor idea of 
the behavior of the error as a function of grid size or order of approxi- 

5 3 mation.    The work of Richardson      suggests that a much more exact study 
of the error is possible for each specific flow problem.   A natural pro- 
cedure is to solve the problem for more than one grid size, h; and then 
at points common to several grids to fit x, y, u, v to some reasonable 
function of h.   Assuming that these functions are valid approximations 
for all sufficiently small values of la, it is possible to extrapolate 
for the limits of x, y, u, v as h approaches sero. 

The above-mentioned procedure was applied to the SIIIAG computations 
of the cone-cylinder expansion region.    The computed functions were 
plotted against the grid size h at the points (l>i), (its)» (i»l), a"d 
(1,1) in Figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 respectively for the 1st, 2nd 
order iterative, and 2nd order-3 point methods.   The curves for the 2nd 
order computations were drawn with zero slope at h =0. 

The curves drawn at these four representative points should indi- 
cate the general behavior of the error in the whole region.   The graph- 
ical extrapolations to h = 0 are shown in Table 5.1.   Also included 
for comparison are the computed values for h = 1/32 by the 2nd order 
iterative method. 

JTC   F. Frankl and P. Aleksieva, Op. Cit. ref. 1.9 
5.2   Goursat, Cours d' Analyse, Par. 386 
5»3   L. F. Richardson, "The deferred approach to the limit, part I 

single lattice", Phil. Trans., vol. 226, 1927, p. 299 
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Table 5.1 

(a=l,   ..*«& 

Ist ord. 1.83345 
2nd ord. iter. 1.83388 
2nd ord.-3 pt. 1.83396 
2nd ord.iter.,h = 1/32   1.83391 

(*=h 4=1)        x 

.723440 

.723392 

.723400 

.723393 

.70590 

.705713 

.70565 

.705693 

y 
ist ord.   377053 r7&w~ 
2nd ord. iter. 1.707045      .764781 
2nd ord.-3 pt. 1.70736       .764710 
2nd ord. iter.,h=l/32     1.707056      .764761 

(rt= |,^=1) x y 

1st ord. J^m I7SÖS5  
3.20525 1.80904 
3.2055O 1.80891 
3.2053I     1.80S99 

x y u v 

1st ord. 377152 TZZZ> 77$% -.02646 
2nd ord. iter. 3.71593     1.54547 .709311       -.026316 
2nd ord.-3 pt. 3.7162       1.54535 .70932 -.02630 
2nd ord. iter.,h=l/32     3.71610     1.54535 .709290       -.026319 

u 

.662525 

.662496 

.66248 

.662483 

u 

0.66985 
0.669896 
0.66978 
0.669783 

-.01976 
-.019765 
-.01973 
-.019777 

.08156 
-.081612 
.08161 
.081609 

.U43BÖ 

.043910 

.04390 

.043918 

2nd ord. iter. 
2nd ord.-3 pt. 
2nd ord. iter.,h=l/32 

(ot= 1,4=1) 

The agreement of the graphical extrapolations indicates that we may 
be assured of the accuracy of x, y, u to within 3 in the fourth figure 
and of v to within 1 in the third figure in all the values listed in 
Table 5.1.   Ignoring the first order extrapolation, we find even closer 
agreement,which indicates that the second order iterative computation 
for the grid size h=l/32 is reliable to within 6 in the fifth figure 
for x, y, u and to within 2 in the 4th figure for v. 

The graphs show that the 2nd order-3 point calculations follow two 
different patterns in relation to grid size.    The points lie on either 
one of two curves, depending on whether l/h is odd or even for (d. =1, 
ß =1), and on whether l/2h is odd or even for the other three points.    . 

To obtain a numerical extrapolation to h = 0 one can fit the data 
by the least squares method to some reasonable function of h.    This was 
done for the computations at («1=1,^ = 1)}    the functions employed 
are f(h) = a + bh + ch2 for the 1st order values, and f(h) = a + bh + 

2 3 ch   + dbr for the 2nd order iterative and 2nd order-3 point values. 
Table 5.II shows the results. 
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Table 5.II 

Ist order 

x = 3.71556035 
y = 1.54562504 
u = .70931271 
v = - .026314228 

- .340695693 h 
+ .181446572 h 
+ .02430564 h 
- .048620732 h 

.046337492 ii   0 

.00554870548 tu 

.004448362069h 

.011581095 h 

2nd order-iterative 

x = 3.715892542 + .002385437 h     + .134694176 h^     - .002492?52 h: 
7 = 1.545510530 - .001357115 h 
u =    .709308737 + .000075481 h 
v =-.02630000 - .00012539676 h - .00125911740 h* - 

- .117729376 h* 
- .020277732 h* 

+ 
+ 

.025024049 K 

.013444669 K 

.009568309 hr 

2nd order-3 point 

x = 3.716199722 - 
7 = 1.545365028 + 
u = .709310875 - 
v = -.0263339776 + 

.0040463651 hj 
.OO96804297 h , 

.008292560 h3 .000608705h     -.002697709h" 
.0003562452 h   + 
.00005547079 h + 
.0001389884 h   - .05993978635 hfc + .0205477726 h" 

+ .0051117669 K 
- .0077314754 fcü 

The constant terms in the polynomials are the extrapolations to 
h = 0.   The range of grids used was h = \ to h = I/40.   Only even grids1, 
were used for the 2nd order-3 point data fit.   The above polynomials 
all agree with the given data at least to within 5 in the 6th figure 
for x, y, uj and to within 1 in the 3rd figure for v.    (The v agree- 
ment for the first order computations holds only for h £   1/20.)   Com- 
parison shows that this numerical extrapolation to h = 0 agrees with 
the graphical extrapolation to within 3 in the 5th figure for x, y, uj 
and to within 1 in the 3rd.figure for v. 

These results svggest that the error can be moderately well repre- 
sented by simpler functions; namely, by bh, for the 1st order method, 
and by bh^ for the 2nd order methods.   The least squares fits of the 
data to these functions are given in Table 5.III. 

Table 5 .III 

1st order 

x = 3.715007365 
y = 1.545690071 
u =   .7093652534 
v = -.02644997335 

2nd ord. iter. 

x = 3.716010825 
y = 1.545421374 
u =    .7093000262 
v = -.02631802511 

- .3284527749 h 
+ .1799814167 h 
+ .O23127I6466 h 
- .042804038^3 h 

+ .1426135703 h* 
- .1164789567 h , 
- .01673578393 h" 
- .0023052374 h 
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Table 5.Ill (cont'd) 

2nd ord.-3 pt. 

x = 3.716162678 
7= 1.545376882 
u = .7093153981 
v = -.0263463811 

+ 
+ 

.0022846l7l6l9h 

.0065855559 hi 

.0075518560 hi 
-   .0543126060 h 

These curves differ from those in Table II at most by 5 in the 
5th figure for x, 7, u; and by 1 in the 3rd figure for v. 

Bound-Off Errors 

Although the outputs of the ENIAC in this problem contain ten fig- 
ures, they have less than ten significant figures, for several reasons. 
In order to make allowance for the wide ranges of seme of the quantities 
encountered, certain numbers such as x and y were purposely shifted to 
the right on the accumulators.   While this procedure insured that no 
numbers would exceed the capacity of the machine in the extreme cases, 
it meant a loss of one or two significant figures.   Furthermore ENIAC 
multiplication and division are only correct to nine places.    Thus local 
computations are affected by round-off errors in the sixth or seventh 
significant figure of x and y, and the eighth significant figure of u. 
As for v, since its magnitude is small (it can change sign) it may have 
between zero and eight significant figures locally correct.   When it 
has none, however, it does not affect the accuracy of the other quanti- 
ties* 

These local errors, of the round-off variety, are in addition to 
the errors due to the replacement of derivatives by difference quotients. 
It is the principal aim of our error study to determine empirically the 
nature of these latter truncation errorso 

Because of the above-mentioned round-off errors we cannot hope by 
extrapolation to zero grid size to obtain more than six significant fig- 
ures. 

Theoretical Study of the Truncation Error 

It is natural to expect that the local errors in computing the val- 
ues of x, y, u, v, at b (assuming correct values given at 1, a, and u) 
are of order j (i.e. the error is a series in h starting with terms 
order j).   Then the total . 
errors at B, made in com- P 
puting x, y, u, v step-by 
step from boundaries CAD c 
can be expected to be of 

a 

of 

A 
Figure 5.7 

D 
-*»<* 
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the form: 

(5.1)     x-x. = E = I   hn + b*   h1*1* c*   hn+2+ ....    , 
JJ X       X X X 

7"h = Ey= V h° + Ey hnfl + ••*•' etc# 

where x. is the limit of x as h approaches zero, and the coefficients 

a , E , c , etc. are functions of d and /$   independent of h, but dif- 

fering for x, y, VL, v. 

If this is true and if this series converges rapidly enough for 
the values of h for -which the flow problem has been solved, we may 
neglect all but the first one or two terms and solve for n, a, b and 
Xj (or y_ etc.).   For example, if t is used generically for x, y, u 

or v, and if tp t2, and t, are the values of t when h is h;, lu, and 

lu, we should have the equations 

(5-2)     t± = tL + a h^ 

t2=tL + ah2
: 

T *. n 

n 

n t3 - tj. + » h3 

for t_, a, and n to satisfy. 

Eliminating ä and t., n must satisfy the equation 

(5.3) (t2-t3) (hf - h/) = (t1-t2)(h2
n - h3

n). 

Inparticularif^3 = h3 

(5.4)  ,    .  , 
/   log 2 ■h%*] 

n = 3.32194 log10   J|LL*L 

Having found n, a and t. are given by 

(5.5)     ä=   ^ 

^   "h2 
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r 1. n (5.6)     t^ = t3 - a h3' 

Horover, for some cases ▼ 1—— may be negative, and therefore 

the data cannot be fitted for three values of h by a function of the form 

t = tL + I hn. 
_,   n+1 

This means that the term Bh       cannot be neglected.    If the approp- 
riation 

(5.7)    t = tL + ahn + B hn+1, 

is used, the four values of h and t available are substituted 

t, = tT + a r u n 

(5.8)< Sh2 

n+1 

n+1 t2 = tL + a h2
n + 

t3 = tL + ä h3
n + 5 h3

n+1 

t, = tT + I h,n + E h.1*1 

L 4 4 L4 
and t. eliminated, the equations 

result. 

\-*2 = A 1 = l (W> + * ^n+1 * h2n+1) 
(5.9)-|t2-t3 = A2 = a (h2n-h3

n) + E (h^1 - h^1) 

t3-t^ = A3 = ä (h3
n^n) + E (h^1 - h4

n+1) 

Therefore, n must satisfy the equation 

(5.10) 

n .   i*     ,  n .  n+1     .n+1 
"1     \   -*2 h       -h2 
*2     h^-h/ h2

nfl-h3
n + 1 

v, n     ,  n .  n+:L     .n+1 h3 -h4 h3   -h4 ^ 

= 0 

In particular, if ^L       2       3     h, , equation (5.10) becomes 

C5.ll) A! 
22n 4.22n 

A 
~2 2n 

A3 1 
1 

= o , 
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A1-3A22n + 2A3   (2n)2=0. or     (5.12) 

The solutions of this equation are 

C5.13)   n 

2 

llAog.2 ■] [«(^ 
9A2-8A1A 3 

) 

provided 9A 2 >8A,  A, , and 

3 A2 + \/9A2   - 8A1A3 

TK. >0 

h,     h«  h- 
Somewhat more generally, if  -- = .— =-^=h., the equation 

k*     k4    k   4 

to be satisfied by n is 

(5.14) A -,_ - (k+1) A 2 kn + k A3(kn)2 = 0, 

(k+l)A2+  y/(k+l)2 A ^-a^ A 

 2-TAT  (5#15) n = ■][> lAog k      log 

When n has been obtained, t_, a, and b" are found from three of the 
linear equations (5.8). 

The value of equation (5«13) for hand computations is very small. 
h_ must be made small enough so that it is permissible to truncate 

equation (5.1) at the second term.    Then A- will be so small that it 

can be known accurately only if very many figures are carried. 

In summary, if assumption (5.1) is correct, it is possible to 
determine n, ä, E, etc.   if the solution is carried out at enough grid 
sizes.    If the computations are done by hand, a tiny error, whether by 
mistakB or round-off, affects the value of n (as given by equations 
(5*4), (5*13)» or similar formulae) so markedly that the study cannot 
be very valuable.   In fact, it is possible for a small variation in 
the fifth figure of the data at small grid sizes to change the sign 

2 
of the discriminant (9A2 - 8A-,Ao) la equation (5*13) from positive 

to negative to yield a complex value of n. 

Our study was made on the ENIAC, a machine which carries ten 
figures and rarely makes mistakes.   Even these ENIAC computations, how- 
ever, cannot all be relied upon to calculate satisfactory values of n, 
for reasons discussed above and in the section on round-off errors. 
Since the computations of u were found to have the most significant 
figures, *re calculated n with them.   The values of n, found by equa- 
tion (5.13) from the u data at h = 1/4, 1/8, l/lb, 1/32, are listed in 
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Table 5.IV. 

Bible 5.17 

 (d =1, 0 =1/2)     ft =1/2,^=1/2)    (c* =l/2/=l) (ri =1,1 =1) 

1st ord .99 1.0 1.0 .97 
2nd ord - iter.     2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 
2nd ord - 3 pt.     1.9 2.0 2.0 2.0 

Prom "Table 5.IV ive see that the oider of the gross error is approxi- 
mately one for the 1st order computations and approximately two for the 
2nd order computations. 

If assumption (5.1) is correct, as the data seem to indicate, we 
nay make the following observations.    Let us consider methods of two 
different orders for computing t, calling the results t. and t?.   We 
can represent the errors by "' 

(5.16)    tj_ - tL =ax h1 (1 4^) 

-     °2 
tj - t_  = a„ h     (1 +€_), where €■, and^ g° to zero as 

h goes to zero and n_>n_ .    Then for any ru there exists an h = H, such 
that A     i tL 

ä (a,) h*2 < ä (i^) h -1 

and h^H.    It is reasonable to expect that n(,j) is an increasing 
function of ^, the local order,   therefore, a method of any local order 
j gives more accurate results than method; of smaller local order for 
all grid sizes, h, small enough ( < II). 

Under the same assumptions, there would also exist some (possibly 

smaller) grid size H , such that the method of local order j gives re- 
sults of specified accuracy with less total labor than any method of 
lower local order.    This is true as long as the specified accuracy isf 
as good as, or better than, the accuracy associated with grid size    K . 
Although this conclusion ignores the effects of round-off errors, it 
is probably correct even with round-off errors, provided enough signifi- 
cant figures are carried.    The computation with higher order local 
approximation has fewer round-off errors (since it is carried out at 
larger grid size) if the specified accuracy is hign enough. 

On the other hand, for grid sizes larger than K    there will be 
lower order methods which give wore accurate results for a given amount 
cf labor.    For this reason and for reasons of accuracy in extrapolating 
to zero grid size, the second order method was found tha best for hand 
and machino computations. 
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Comparison of Extrapolation to Zero with Small Grid Computations 

Having found the 2nd order iterative method most feasible for 
computation with the ENIAC we wish to investigate the accuracy obtain- 
able by the process of computing at large grid sizes and extrapolating 
to h = 0.   This method involves considerably less labor than computa- 
tion at very small grid sizes. 

Letting t be a genevrLc symbol for x, y, u, and v, we write for t 
the seccnd on.er function of h: 

t(h) - %. a ah2 , 

where t   is the desired extrapolated value.   If we use two grid sizes 

h. and. h~ such that h~ = 1/2 h., then 

(5.17)     tL « tChjj) + 1/3   £t(h2) - tCh^J   . 

Using h. = 1/L6 and h» = 1/32, the smallest available grid sizes 

applicable to equation (5.17), we calculate t   throughout the expansion 

region, and we consider it to be the "correct" value of t.    Then we form 
the quantity A .   =  it. - t(h) "I /tT throughout the expansion region. 

A .  is the relative error in the computation at the point (& > /&) 

resulting from the use of the finite grid size h. 

We also calculate t * = t(l/8) + 1/3 ft(1/8) - t(l/4)J and 

form A     = (t. - t. )/ty.   It is A    that we wish to compare with A 

for various grid sizes to see how thj accuracy of extrapolation with 
large grids compares with that of small grid computations. 

In figure 5.8 we have the relative errors in x plotted for the grid 
sizes 1/8, l/lh, 1/32, and for the lA, 1/8 extrapolation.   It is evi- 
dent that the 1/4, 1/8 extrapolations are not as good as the 1/32 x 1/32 
computations but are appreciably better than the 1/L6 x l/L6 computations. 
The errors in y, u, and v behave in an identical manner with those of x. 

The amount of labor required for grid size h is proportional to 1/h . 
Taking the extrapolations as equivalent to computations with h = 1/28, 

2       2 2 
the ratio of the work required is about (4+8 )/(28) , approximately 
1 /in 

Similar conclusions can be drawn from the 1st order and 2nd order- 
3 point method computations. 

R. F. Clippinger 

N. Gerber 
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